Computer aided adjustment of the phrenic pacemaker: automatic functions, documentation, and quality control.
Electrical stimulation of the phrenic nerves of patients with complete ventilatory insufficiency with the Vienna respiratory pacemaker has been in clinical use since 1983. During the adjustment of stimulation parameters with this device, the following problems have occurred: for some measurements like the recruitment curve, series of complete inspiration cycles have to be stimulated, which causes the danger of muscle fatigue for unconditioned patients. The documentation is completed predominantly by hand, taking time and increasing the possibility of error. As a first step to solve these problems, we developed a new stimulation and measurement system. It consists of a PC with data acquisition hardware, the necessary sensors, and amplifier circuitry. The implanted stimulator is controlled via the parallel interface. The new system offers some advantages: computer control shortens the time for measurement and documentation, and the stress on the patient and the risk of error is reduced; synchronized measurement makes it possible to use single stimulation pulses instead of bursts and ramps to reduce diaphragm fatigue; digital signal processing improves measurement results and reproducibility; and help functions and self tests are provided, together with a graphical user interface. We used sensors for air flow, diaphragm EMG, and acceleration, on up to 8 channels simultaneously. Combined sample rates of up to 100 kS/s were possible. The system could be adapted for other uses involving functional electrical stimulation with our implantable nerve stimulators. Using this equipment saves a lot of effort, and the adjustment process can be focused on improved stimulation results and better performance for the patient. Current research is studying implementation of automatic functions like acquisition of stimulation thresholds. This could result in a predominantly automated adjustment of the phrenic pacemaker and even in a closed-loop controlled system in the future.